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‘Why Are We Homeless?’
Dear Friends,
I think of a person whom I love, someone who is, and
has been, very important throughout my life. He has
been a support and an inspiration. He is the one I go to
whenever I am “in a fix”. You make me think of Saint
Joseph. Your faces remind me of his.
Joseph had to face some difficult situations in his life.
One of them was the time when Mary was about to
give birth, to have Jesus. The Bible tells us that, “while
they were [in Bethlehem], the time came for her to deliver her child. And she gave birth to her firstborn son
and wrapped him in bands of cloth, and laid him in a
manger, because there was no place for them in the
inn” (Lk 2:6-7).
The Bible is very clear about this: there was no room for
them. I can imagine Joseph, with his wife about to have
a child,
with no shelter, no home, no place to stay. The Son of God came ‘The Son of God knew what it was
into this world as a homeless person. The Son of God knew what
to start life without a roof over
it was to start life without a roof over his head. We can imagine
his head’.
what Joseph must have been thinking. How is it that the Son of
God has no home? Why are we homeless, why don’t we have
housing? These are questions which many of you may ask daily. Like Saint Joseph, you may ask: Why are we
homeless, without a place to live? These are questions which all of us might well ask. Why do these, our brothers
and sisters, have no place to live? Why are these brothers and sisters of ours homeless? Joseph’s questions are
timely even today; they accompany all those who throughout history have been, and are, homeless.
Courtesy CruxNow

Joseph was someone who asked questions. But first and foremost, he was a man of faith. Faith gave Joseph the
power to find light just at the moment when everything seemed
This is the text of a speech Pope Francis gave
dark. Faith sustained him amid the troubles of life. Thanks to
during a meeting with Catholic charities and
faith, Joseph was able to press forward when everything seemed
homeless people in Washington DC, Sept. 2015. to be holding him back. In the face of unjust and painful situa-
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A word from the JPO...
Dear Readers,
Welcome to our August/September Issue!
Whether buying, renting or enduring homelessness, rarely a day goes by in our
city without some talk of housing. Most of us would be familiar with the claim
that we are in a ‘housing crisis’; that housing in this city and across the country
is at its most unaffordable level ever. Even the recent federal election featured
debates on two affordability issues: negative gearing and Capital Gains Tax
concessions. Though we are surrounded by such arguments and a constant
background rabble of housing unaffordability, it is a topic that remains divisive
and incredibly complex.
In this issue we try to untangle some of that complexity, explore various elements of the housing issue and examine some underlying values that help explain how we got here.
We open with a speech made by Pope Francis during his visit to the United States. He laments the plight of people without homes and shows that there is not any, cannot be any, justification for that situation because we all
need and have a right to a home.
There is a discussion of the Sydney Alliance facilitated campaign for increasing housing affordability in Sydney via
a ‘value sharing’ system. Throughout, we have small pieces that
explain some key terms and highlight the importance of the language we use when we talk about housing. Page 9 has a host of
helpful links to further information and key organisations to help
you get informed and involved in ways that suit you or your community.

As for
Me and My
House
we WILL serve
…………….
the

lord
Josh 24:15

There is also an opinion piece on the connection between the
values Pope Francis espouses in Laudato Si’ and the deep unfairness of our housing system. It suggests that making housing fairer
and truly addressing homelessness requires radical discipleship.
As usual, we also feature our ‘Acting Justly’ whip around the
Archdiocese to see what our people and parishes are doing for
the common good. As well, we have our ‘Walking Justly’ staff reflection piece.
We hope you enjoy this issue as much as we have enjoyed bringing it to you!
Blessings,
JPO Team.
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Homelessness and Housing in NSW
Ownership, private rental, affordable housing, social
housing, property inheritance, homelessness, shared
equity, tax concessions, planning laws. All of these
are parts of the housing ecology, when something
happens in one element all the others are affected.
It’s for this reason that trying to understand and
then address problems in our housing system is so
complex. It is also for this reason that housing issues
are not simply the product of market forces and will
not be solved by the market alone. What follows is
an attempt to distil some of the features of the current housing situation in NSW and outline, in broad
strokes, some of the solutions that have been put
forward by various key groups and experts.

The Current State of Play
By all indications NSW, like much of Australia, is in a
debilitating housing predicament. Waiting lists and
applications for social and affordable housing are
high but stock has been decreased by 12% over the
last twelve years; mortgage finance taken out by
first home buyers is at an historic low with only
10.3% of NSW properties affordable to buy for low
income households (at Dec 2014); Sydney is now the
third most expensive city in the world in which to
buy or rent with only 5 suburbs out of 540 affordable for renters on the minimum wage. In the last
decade or so house prices have risen by approximately 147% while average incomes have nowhere near kept
pace at only 57% increase.
The lack of affordable housing options and the on average decade-long wait for social housing has had implications for homelessness. Though people find themselves homeless for many complex reasons, housing stress, financial difficulties and lack of affordable or adequate housing were the second and third reasons people in NSW
gave for being without a home. The top reason was domestic violence and relationship breakdowns. At the last
census in 2011, 28 190 people were homeless in this state, 105 237 across the country. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders are proportionally over-represented in these figures.
The situation is most precarious for those experiencing or at risk of homelessness such as young people, women
and children, people with disabilities or chronic illness, especially mental illness. At first appearance, bemoaning
the expense of private rental or buying a home for average income earners seems particularly unfair. And in one
way it is an entirely different experience being unable to buy a home than it is to sleep without or be in constant
search for an insecure one every night, but our housing system is an interconnected whole; what happens in one
part affects the others. So, for instance the inaccessibility of private rental or even affordable homes for purchase by low-income earners means people stay in social or affordable housing longer thus putting downward
pressure on already bloated waiting lists for that accommodation. The unaffordability of purchasing a home for
the average income earner means people stay in the private rental sphere longer, thus
Cont. on p.6
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On Rotting Foundations:
Rebuilding Our Housing System
—by Dr Kim Doyle, JPO

Reams of paper and much virtual space have been taken up with analyses of
‘Brexit’ and the approaching possibility of a President Trump. Without dissecting British electoral maps or the minutiae of American stump speeches
and campaign rallies most analysts agree that these two extraordinary situations have been driven by a yawning and very un-bridgeable wealth gap between the few at the very top and just about everyone else. A political system
that seems increasingly disconnected from and unconcerned about the realities of peoples’ lives has only made the situation more combustible. Though
we have escaped our own Trump and have no international union to exit
from, the same soil that produced them in Britain and America is being cultivated here too. And it is there in that same substrate that the roots of our
housing crisis and the divisive debates surrounding it lay.
Australia, like our northern hemisphere friends, is being shaped by insecure
work, the cost of living outstripping wages in great strides, growing inequality,
lack of affordable housing and a political machine that is out of touch and
lacks leadership. Social mobility, a mainstay since at least the middle of last
century, suddenly seems cruelly anachronistic. More people are not just being
The bread which you do not use
ground into material paucity and a slavish treadmill of subsistence, but are
is the bread of the hungry; the
kept in it, mocked even, by messages of notional political participation and
garment hanging in the wardpower in the form of consumerism.
robe is the garment of the one
who is naked; the shoes you do
Few would disagree that the recent electoral turn away from major parties to
not wear are the shoes of the
independents and the return of Pauline Hanson to the Senate was a frustrated
one who is barefoot; the money
cry from people feeling left-behind, fearful and unrepresented. We saw that
you keep locked away is the
fear, divisiveness and anger in many of the election debates and commenmoney of the poor; the acts of
taries about access to education, immigration, universal healthcare, and tax
charity you do not perform are
reform. Affordable housing was very much caught up in this maelstrom with
so many injustices that you compeople deeply divided over issues such as negative gearing and Capital Gains
mit.
Tax concessions.
Modern Western democracies have cultivated this kind of inequality, intolerance and political disenfranchisement at various times and ways in our histories, and, of course, much of the world has, for centuries now, been
wounded in this way for the privilege and rise of a few nations. Some might say we are getting our comeuppance, a taste of the consequences of our own greed. They make a reasonable point. But something more than
an historical vendetta can come from this angry entrenched dislocation we see all around us.
Our answers must be more creative than ever before. And creative in that deeply sacred sense; something new
made from an outpouring of love and abundance. This is a moment for conversion. A time for turning away from
harmful ideologies that create a system which privileges so few with so much, and harms so many so deeply. It is
a time for turning away from a set of values that says that system is ok or beyond our control. We need nothing
shy of a radical transformation of ourselves into deeply virtuous people who value material goods less because
we value each other more.
Cont. on p.8
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A Home for All
The Sydney Alliance
is a diverse coalition
of community, union
and religious organisations that work
together using community organising
tools to make Sydney a better place to live; a place that
serves the common good. They have had success in
varied areas from health to concession transport for
refugees. The Catholic Archdiocese of Sydney is a partner organisation, along with 36 others.
The Alliance is currently facilitating a major long-term
campaign to improve housing affordability in Sydney
via a planning mechanism called ‘value sharing’. It is
also variously called ‘inclusionary zoning’, ‘value capture’ or ‘inclusionary sharing’. Essentially, it is a part of
the planning process for new developments contingent
on government intervention that requires a certain
percentage of the development be dedicated to affordable housing. Developers would get some incentive
such as increased floor-space ratios.
This means that when land is developed the increased
value is shared amongst government, developers and
the community. This approach has already happened
in places such as the Green Square development in the
inner-east. Value sharing means that all new developments would have a mix of different socio-economic
groups. Making value sharing par for the course in the
planning process is one of the significant long term solutions needed to transform the housing landscape in
Sydney.

one who is expert on the issue and will coordinate the
meeting. You also don’t need any experience meeting
with MPs, it’s a team effort and the group will get together before the meeting to prepare. What we do
need are ordinary people who can share their stories
and concerns about housing affordability. This might
be your story, it could be your adult children’s story, or
perhaps you work with people for whom housing is a
problem. Maybe you just care about the current situation and your community.
Many of our representatives are neutral on the policy
or know little about it, so starting conversations is a
vital step. It’s also crucial right now to make it clear
that housing policy affects every sector of society in
one way or another and that making it fair is a matter
of justice for us all.
As Catholics, we have a special responsibility because we can be powerful
voices for justice. We can bring a
selfless voice for others, especially the
vulnerable. Bringing a Christian voice to this debate can
raise the level of conversation by focusing it on human
dignity, love for neighbour, and an abiding concern for
the poor.
To join one of the teams, or for more information contact Dr Kimberley Doyle at the Justice and Peace Office.
E: jpoinfo@sydneycatholic.org, ph. 9307 8461. Stay
tuned to our website and Facebook for more opportunities to get involved in the coming months!
If you are already working in this area get in touch—we
would love to hear about what you are doing!

What can I do?
As this is a long term goal there will be various opportunities to get involved, but currently teams of people
from various churches and local community groups are
visiting their local state MPs to talk about housing
affordability and value sharing.

The common good cannot be served unless
appropriate attention is given to the ethical
and moral dimensions of economic, social
and political questions.
– Pope John Paul II

You do not need to be an expert in housing or value
sharing to be part of a team. Each team will have some-
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cont. from. p.3. increasing demand and so price. This adds yet more downward pressure on social housing, which in

turn increases the likelihood of homelessness for at-risk people. Add to all of this the lack of supply of housing
stock at every level and you get a sense of the pressure building to untenable levels. So, though we must be
careful not to let the debate marginalise the already marginalised by being totally focused only on home ownership for average earners, it is important and necessary to see the entire system.

Some Key Solutions
All of the agencies, groups, advisers and experts working in this area agree that there is no one solution to make
our housing system fairer, instead there are many levers that need to be adjusted at local, state and federal levels. Some of the key solutions offered include:
Improve panning system and related policy via two key mechanisms
Increase supply of affordable rental housing, and facilitate inclusionary zoning or value sharing arrangements.
This is especially necessary for low income earners so as to relieve pressure on social housing system and improve rates of homelessness.
Improve affordability through tax reform
Change tax concessions–particularly negative gearing and Capital Gains Tax discounts because they create severe inequity (there is disagreement on this one about whether it should be complete elimination, or some other arrangement, such as the current tax status remaining but only for newly built dwellings).
Stamp Duty–replace barrier inducing stamp duty with a broad based land tax which would make home ownership more achievable.
Improve Commonwealth Finance
Increase rent assistance so that the level more
accurately matches housing costs. Would
mean an increase of approx. 30% Other longterm and sustainable financial options for
affordable housing need to be explored.
These are, of course, housing specific solutions
and they will always need to be implemented
and managed in conjunction with other policies that address underlying reasons for homelessness. Better care and services for families
experiencing domestic violence, better access
to and appropriate health care for the mentally ill and those living with disability, as well as
unemployment solutions and a fair and realistic social safety net all need to be part of the
housing system renovation.

This article was compiled from the following reports:
Australian Council of Social Services et al, ‘An Affordable
Housing Reform Agenda’, 2015.
NSW Federation of Housing Associations and Urbanista,
‘Affordable Housing Through the Planning System: Industry Strategy Paper’, 2015.
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tions, faith brings us the light which scatters the darkness. As it did for Joseph, faith makes us open cont on. p.7.
cont from p.1. to the quiet presence of God at every moment of our lives, in every person and in every situation.
God is present in every one of you, in each one of us.

‘We can find no social or moral justifi-

We can find no social or moral justification, no justification
whatsoever, for lack of housing. There are many unjust situ- cation, no justification whatsoever, for
lack of housing’.
ations, but we know that God is suffering with us, experiencing them at our side. He does not abandon us.
We know that Jesus wanted to show solidarity with every person. He wanted everyone to experience his companionship, his help, his love. He identified with all those who suffer, who weep, who suffer any kind of injustice. He tells us this clearly: “I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me something to
drink; I was a stranger and you welcomed me” (Mt 25:35).
Faith makes us know that God is at our side, that God is in our midst and his presence spurs us to charity. Charity is born of the call of a God who continues to knock on our door, the door of all people, to invite us to love, to
compassion, to service of one another. Jesus keeps knocking on our doors, the doors of our lives. He doesn’t do
this by magic, with special effects, with flashing lights and fireworks. Jesus keeps knocking on our door in the
faces of our brothers and sisters, in the faces of our neighbours, in the faces of those at our side.
Dear friends, one of the most effective ways we have to help is that of prayer. Prayer unites us; it makes us
brothers and sisters. It opens our hearts and reminds us of a beautiful truth which we sometimes forget. In
prayer, we all learn to say “Father,” “Dad”. We learn to see one another as brothers and sisters. In prayer, there
are no rich and poor people, there are sons and daughters, sisters and brothers. In prayer, there is no first or
second class, there is brotherhood.
It is in prayer that our hearts find the strength not to be cold and insensitive in the face of injustice. In prayer,
God keeps calling us, opening our hearts to charity. How good it is for us to pray together. How good it is to
encounter one another in this place where we see one another as brothers and sisters, where we realize that
we need one another.
Today I want to be one with you. I need your support, your closeness. I would like to invite you to pray together, for one another, with one another. That way we can keep helping one another to experience the joy of
knowing that Jesus is in our midst. Are you ready?
Original transcript: http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2015/september/documents/papa-francesco_20150924_usa-centro-caritativo.html

A Place at the Table
Save the Date!
Our final 2016 Archdiocesan Social Justice Gathering will be on October
15, 10:30am—3:30pm
The topic will be on the Australian Bishops’ 2016-17 Social Justice Statement which is called ‘A Place at the Table: Social Justice in an Ageing
Society’.
Pre-order copies of the Statement: http://www.socialjustice.catholic.org.au/
publications/social-justice-statements#SJS2016
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Courtesy ACSJC

Cont. from p.4

In his work on non-violence and virtue ethics, Eli McCarthy argues that being virtuous is about an integrated
state of being and acting. Therefore the primary ethical question we must continually ask ourselves is ‘who are
we (am I) becoming?’ Since striving to be virtuous, or holy, is what we are called to do as Christians, than this is a
question that needs to sit at the centre of our being, individually and communally. Since our answer to that
question always leads us to becoming more like Jesus we have a clear blueprint for the kinds of actions we are
to take and the kinds of people we are to be.
Though he expresses it differently and his object of study is all of Creation, Pope Francis, in his encyclical Laudato Si’, also calls us to integrate a genuinely virtuous way of being with our actions. Francis illustrates that our
inability or wilful choice not to grapple with this question of ‘who are we becoming?’ has led to the most abusive
and violent relationship with God’s Creation in the history of our species.
That the world is disintegrating around us is a symptom of our own disintegration. This is why when Francis considers the way we have handed over our power, our planet, our relationships and our communities to systems
and ideologies that have been allowed to run amok, he doesn’t look to fix the broken machinery but the beings
that bring it to life and sustain it.
He implores us to see ourselves again as images of God and to act accordingly; we are to be compassionate, curious, playful, just, gentle, forgiving, selfless and endlessly loving people. And we are to create a world that reflects those features in every way. For Francis being a person of virtue is a continual process of conversion that
seeks a deeply integrated life which reaches beyond our individuality to our communities and all of God’s handiwork.
Being a person of virtue is frightening. It shows us our flaws, our disregard for others, the cracks in our compassion and the stiffness of our forgiveness. It costs us deeply to be virtuous. It asks for so much more than token
actions, or even those difficult lovingly made selfless actions that so many of us make daily. It asks us to transform not just ourselves but to extend that to the entire landscape of values that shape our world. It is for that
reason that it is so easy to say we care about homelessness and do our part by giving to charity or spending our
time working to improve lives, and at the same time we continue to participate in and benefit from an economic
system that denies opportunity, home and dignity to those people. It is the same reason we can say we care
about Creation and conscientiously do our recycling and at the same time centre much of our lives around consumerism and status by buying and having more ‘stuff’.
Being a person and community of virtue is frightening because it requires constantly radical love and an everdeepening commitment to seeing the world and ourselves in an integrated way inextricably bound to and in the
service of God. Pope Francis calls this ‘ecological conversion’. In short, it requires us to be disciples. And like Jesus this means we must not address symptoms of injustice and hurt with shallow or short-lived remedies, but
with costly efforts of true and lasting healing.
This is why when we talk about the housing crisis in Sydney and nationally it is not sufficient to keep within the
confines of practical solutions, important though they are. Instead we must dig underneath those and ask ‘who
are we becoming?’ No amount of tax reform, new buildings, revamped planning policy or any of the other answers we have for the housing crisis will work if we do not form them around a sense of ourselves as people lovingly tied to each other and Creation. And this means the housing problem in this country relies on a total rebuild of the rotting foundation of our unabated greed and our reckless disregard for others and our planet.
References: Eli S. McCarthy, ‘Called to Holiness: Integrating the Virtue of Nonviolent Peacemaking’. Journal of Catholic Social Thought Vol.11 (1), Winter 2014, 67-92.
Pope Francis, Laudato Si’: On Care for Our Common Home, Papal Encyclical, 2015.
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Housing Jargon Explained
What makes housing affordable?
Generally, housing is ‘affordable’ when the rent or mortgage amounts to no more than 30% of gross household
income.

Housing Stress
Situation of those in an unaffordable situation—i.e. more than 30% of gross income is spent on housing.

Homelessness
No one definition but often encompasses: Primary—no conventional accommodation (e.g sleeping rough); Secondary—frequent moving from one temporary shelter to another (e.g. ‘couch surfing’); Tertiary—housed in
dwellings that fall below minimum community standards (e.g. boarding houses).

Affordable Housing
Housing that has a type of ‘rent-control’ to make it more accessible for low-moderate income earners. This
may be rent being set below the market value or at percentage of the tenant’s income. In Sydney, income eligibility for a single person is $57 500.

Social Housing
Another specific category referring to housing targeted at very low-low income earners, usually leased on a
long-term basis. Often referred to as public or community housing.
Sources: Shelter NSW shelternsw.org.au; Homelessness Australia homlessnessaustralia.org.au

Resources
This is just a small selection of organisations, Church teachings and informative resources.

Church Documents
Pope John Paul II, Centesimus Annus, (1991).
Pope Francis, Laudato Si’, (2015).
Australian Catholic Bishops’ Conference (ACBC), ‘Commonwealth for the Common Good’, Social Justice Statement 1992.

Housing Info
Australian Council of Social Services— ‘An Affordable Housing Reform Agenda’.
National Shelter—‘Housing Australia Factsheet’.
Shelter NSW—‘NSW Housing Factsheet’.

Organisations offering various services in housing sector
Mercy Foundation—Sister of Mercy Programme in North Sydney, mercyfoundation.com.au
Cana Communities— varied services, programmes and social support, cana.org.au
One Sky Laundry—mobile laundering service for homeless people, orangeskylaundry.com.au
Two Good—social enterprise helping to feed and support vulnerable people, twogood.com.au
St Vincent de Paul—whole range of programmes, vinnies.org.au
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Walking Justly
‘I am very excitement to make a new start. We are moving to best planet ever.
Our new home’.
“Oh”, the little purple Boov in Dreamworks’ 2015 animated film Home, says this as
his civilisation invades and settles Earth. I know this line well because I’m lucky
enough to have a five year old nephew who enjoys this film. A lot. It’s both he and
that film that have been constantly on my mind as we’ve been working away at
housing issues these last months.
The movie has many themes, but what kept me returning to these fantastical little
purple creatures was the way the deepest most truthful meanings of home are
captured in the film.

Woodcut by Ade Bethune

‘Oh’, Home, Courtesy Dreamworks
2015.

The Boov, you see, are running from the Gorg who appear to be chasing the Boov
to eliminate them. Consequently, the Boov have been without home for a long
time and with each move their need for a place of belonging and permanence
grows. They long for home so badly that to get it they will snatch others’ planets.

It seems to me that this speaks to the two competing issues at play in our housing system. On the one hand we
have this insatiable, primal even, need for a place to rest, grow, belong and be with our kin; and yet in that need
there is a selfishness and fear that makes us run roughshod over others.
Now, the Boov were running from some intergalactic enemy which
may go some way towards explaining their greed and colonisation,
but what of us?

BY wisdom
a house is built,

Of course, our homes should be a centrepiece of securing our family’s financial lives, but they should be our homes first. They
should be stable places where we can flourish and where we can
raise our children with a sense of security and safety. Acquiring
property for the aim only of profit when it comes at the expense of
lives lived unanchored and insecure is unjust. Far beyond the financial inequality our housing system creates, it hurts our families,
social cohesion, our wellbeing, our joy and our need to belong to
place.

AND

through
understanding
it is established;
………………..

Through knowledge
its rooms are filled with
Rare and beautiful treasure.

I lament that my little nephew, or my own children should I be
lucky enough to have them, may never experience for themselves
a deep sense of home; I lament that they will think of home only as
a nostalgic relic of a society long since transformed for the worse.
What a lonely thought...

Proverbs 24:3-4

By Kim Doyle, JPO
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Acting Justly

St Peter and St Joseph, Berala celebrate Parish Day with multicultural
lunch and festival to honour the diversity in their parish community

St Mark’s, Drummoyne holds first
meeting of new SJ Group to plan their
focus and activities

St Michael’s, Lane Cove SJ Group organises
working bee to spruce up Theresa House— it
provides accommodation to homeless people.
They also have a team of volunteers to run
Theresa House on a Thursday night.

St Christopher’s Panania hosts a
‘Community Conversation’ on protecting
penalty rates and dignity of workers.

Ryde Gladesville Combined
Parish SJ Group exploring ways
to support refugees and people
seeking asylum.

Ryde Gladesville Combined Parish hosting ‘Golden Girls Spring
Fashion Parade’ to raise money
for charities like Youth off the
Streets

St Ambrose, Concord West hosts a
‘Community Conversation’ on protecting penalty rates and dignity of
workers.

St Columba’s, Leichhardt North host
a ‘Soul Food Night’ to support
‘Parliament on King’ which offers
training and community to refugees
and asylum seekers
St Michael’s Lane Cove SJ Group
runs food drive for House Of Welcome— over 2 tonnes of food collected!
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What’s On Around Sydney
Caritas Young Adults Global Justice Workshop
15-17 August, Free
24-32 O’Riordan St, Alexandria. Anyone over 18 is invited to
join the caritas team for a fun and interactive 3 day immersion workshop on working for global justice.
www.caritas.org.au/act/events; youth@caritas.org.au; 02
8306 3425
Grace Fest with Fr Rob Galea
26 August, 7:30pm Liverpool Catholic Club$ 10
A night of praise and worship for young people and a reuninon for those who attended WYD. Free entry for WYD pilgrims.
http://www.catholicyouthservices.org/event/gracefest2016/
Golden Girls Spring Fashion Parade
27 August, 1-3pm St Charles Borromeo Church, 2A Charles
St, Ryde, $10.
Fashion parade with afternoon tea and prizes with all money raised going to charities such as Youth off the Streets
and Vinnies.
Info: http://www.rgcp.org.au/parish-news/parish-newsblog/goldengirlsspringfashionparade
Real Mercy: Retreat with Fr Jacques Philippe
27 August, 1-6pm St Mary’s Cathedral, Free
Spend the afternoon with renowned priest to learn about
mercy, interior life and forgiveness.
Registration: vocevents@sydneycatholic.org, 9307 8425
Youth PoWR (Parliament of the World's Religions)
3 September, 6-10pm, Monte Sant' Angelo Mercy College,
128 Miller St, North Sydney
Young people (16-35yrs) from a range of faith backgrounds
will vote on a message to their civic and religious leaders on
the topic: ‘Towards a More Compassionate and Just Society’
Info and register: www.facebook.com/youth.powr;
steff.fenton@columban.org.au

THE JUSTICE AND PEACE OFFICE IS AN AGENCY OF THE
CATHOLIC ARCHDIOCESE OF SYDNEY. THE OFFICE PROMOTES JUSTICE, PEACE, ECOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH EDUCATIONAL, COLLABORATIVE AND ADVISORY
ACTIVITIES BASED ON THE SOCIAL TEACHING OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.
IMAGE PREVIOUS PAGE: ‘TREE OF LIFE’ BY ADE BETHUNE

Proclaim 2016 Conference
1-3 September, The Concourse, Chatswood, $150-$550
Biannual ACBC conference on the new evangelisation,
hosted by Diocese of Broken Bay.
More info and registrations:
www.proclaimconference.com.au
Canonisation of Mother Theresa
4 September, Mass of Thanksgiving for Workers and Volunteers of Mercy, Waitara Cathedral.
More info: www.dbb.org.au
Stay tuned to our website for more events on the canonisation as they arise.
Bonhoeffer Conference
8-9 September, Mary MacKillop Place, North Sydney,
$295 or $395 with accommodation
12th annual conference on the theology of Bonhoeffer.
There is a public lecture on 8 September, 7-9pm, $60.
Registration: http://bbi.edu.au/Bonhoeffer2016 or cmartin@bbi.catholic.edu.au
Catholic Singles Conference
16-18 September, Peter Cosgrove Centre, North Sydney,
$299
Inaugural conference that provides social opportunities
but also workshops and discussions about how to become
happier and holier people whatever your state of life.
Info and registrations: www.catholicyouthservices.org/
catholic-singles-conference/
Social Justice Sunday
25 September
Keep an eye out for the release of the Bishops’ Social Justice Statement for 2016-17. It is called ‘A Place at the Table: Social Justice in an Ageing Society’. Info: http://
www.socialjustice.catholic.org.au/publications/socialjustice-statements#SJS2016
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